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a sea of (Filipino/a) Global Migrants

Recently, the New York Times featured a report on the rising numbers of global  

migrants who collectively send oceanic-size remittances back home to the 

global south. The Sunday Magazine cover includes a photograph of a Filipina 

nurse — posed as abandoned, forlorn, and castaway — wearing medical scrubs, 

white shoes in hand, barefoot on a distant shore (Abu Dhabi?), aquamarine waters 

in the background; while inside the magazine a lengthy article discusses grow-

ing waves of migration from the global south to north, specifically focusing on 

the near constant outflow of Filipino/a migrants as a case study. The isolated and 

lonesome Filipina nurse on the magazine cover is revealing. She signifies how 

global migration and labor in general, and Filipino/a global migration and labor in 

particular, have been feminized.1 That is, more women than men from the global 

south, including the Philippines, migrate to and work in the global north. Beyond 

suggesting the numerical differences in Filipino/a male and female migration pat-

terns, she evokes a specific genealogy of how the Philippines as a nation and Fili-

pino peoples in general have been feminized through U.S. and Japanese colonial, 

imperialist, capitalist, and misogynist discourses, which consistently inscribe 

the Philippines as a feminine and hence “weak nation-state,” and the country’s 

citizens and workers as exploited people, largely women.2 Historically, these dis-

courses have circulated through the figure of the Filipina as “prostitute,” “mail-

order bride,” or “DH” (domestic helper). The wind-tossed and forsaken Filipina 

nurse brought to a foreign shore by the powerful tides of economic globalization 

is therefore a new twist on an entrenched discourse of Philippine and Filipino/a 

feminization, marginalization, and disempowerment.  
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Within this social context, in the Philippines and the diaspora, sea-based 

migration and transportation — also known as seafaring — has emerged as an 

important economic and cultural space through which Filipinos counter these dis-

courses. Because seafaring is a profession where Filipino men are employed in 

large numbers, seafaring and seamen provide alternative spaces and figures for 

Filipino state officials, cultural workers, seamen, and even anthropologists to high-

light a more masculine occupation and image of the Philippines and its people.3

Although a largely invisible migrant group in the United States, Filipino 

seamen can be found working on ships docked in every major port around the 

world. They constitute the largest ethnic/racial/national group in the industry’s 

workforce and currently constitute about 28 percent of the labor in global ship-

ping. Setting a national record in 2006, 260,000 Filipino seamen worked on thou-

sands of container ships and oil tankers, which transport 90 percent of the world’s 

goods and commodities, as well as cruise ships, which transport tourists.4 Locally 

(in the Philippines), Filipino seamen as “OFWs” (Overseas Filipino Workers) are 

significant because they contribute huge sums of foreign currency to the national 

economy. In 2006 Filipino seamen sent home approximately $2 billion.5 In the 

same year, OFWs (land- and sea-based) remitted a record high $12.8 billion. This 

global-local picture suggests why OFWs in general and Filipino seamen in par-

ticular are socially significant in Philippine and diasporic contexts.

For ten years I have been researching how working-class Filipino seamen 

imagine, experience, and create their masculinities through their everyday prac-

tices in global shipping, as well as how the Philippine state and other Filipino 

subjects imagine and produce Filipino masculinities through the sea and seafar-

ing. From 1997 to 2002, I conducted ethnographic fieldwork with Filipino seamen 

in Manila and Oakland (primarily at maritime ports), and also with state officials, 

business people, and seafarer advocates in these two port cities. I gained access to 

Filipino seamen during fieldwork by accompanying (Catholic) seafarer advocates 

who were visiting ships, and I also visited ships independently. My encounters and 

conversations with seamen in ports generally ranged in length from a few minutes 

to an hour, usually during meals or work breaks.6 In metropolitan Manila and the 

provinces, I had longer conversations with seamen who were back from sea; those 

looking to begin or renew contracts with shipping companies; those still attending 

maritime schools; and retired seamen. In the summer of 2006, as a passenger-

ethnographer, I traveled by container ship from the Port of Oakland to the Port 

of Hong Kong via the northern Pacific Ocean with stops in Tokyo, Osaka (Japan), 

and Kiaoshung (Taiwan) to complete follow-up research.

Through this fieldwork I observed a recurring narrative about Filipino sea-
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men used by Philippine state officials, cultural workers, and seamen. This narra-

tive suggests that Filipino seamen are largely heterosexual, geographically and 

sexually mobile, and heroically nationalistic, while simultaneously being fam-

ily oriented and usually “macho.” Although aspects of this narrative accurately 

describe some Filipino seamen’s experiences, my objective has been to intervene 

in heteropatriarchal understandings by ethnographically addressing the gaps, 

contradictions, and contingencies in mainstream representations of Filipino (sea-

men’s) masculinities. These fissures become more intelligible when Filipino sea-

men’s masculinities are engaged through their intimate relationalities — that is, 

through their close social relationships — with Filipino tomboys.7 Here, the term 

tomboy broadly refers to male- or masculine-identified females or transgendered 

subjects on the female-to-male (FTM) spectrum of embodiments, practices, and/

or identities in the Philippines or diaspora who often have sexual and emotional 

relationships with feminine females who identify as “women.” As a result of focus-

ing on seamen’s relations with tomboys, dominant state narratives of seamen’s 

watertight masculinities begin to leak, revealing instead the connections and flu-

idities between conventional and transgender masculinities. The Philippines at 

this intersection is neither a forlorn and castaway nurse nor a macho seaman, but 

a contact zone between heterogeneously gendered and situated subjects who come 

together in dialogue on shore and at sea.8

As a researcher who enacts and embodies queer and transgender Filipino 

(American) tomboy masculinity, I learned that upon meeting and getting to know 

me, Filipino seamen wanted to share commentaries about tomboys in their past and 

present lives. Conversations with seamen about tomboys enabled me to address 

ethnographically the relationships between Filipino seamen’s heterosexual mas-

culinities and Filipino tomboy masculinities, which in turn provided me with an 

opportunity to develop a queer, transgender, and transnational narrative interven-

tion and cultural critique — rather than naturalize and reinforce the (Philippine) 

state’s heteronormative constructions of Filipino (seamen’s) masculinities. Thus, 

what at first glance appears to be a heteronormative phenomenon (Filipino seamen 

in the global shipping industry), actually contains and reveals nonnormative or 

queer cultural dynamics, including the affinities between working-class Filipino 

(sea)men and tomboys, as well as a more expansive and inclusive understanding of 

Filipino masculinities. In this essay, through queer, immigrant, transgender, and 

transnational Filipino (American) cultural logics, I argue that differently situated 

Filipino masculinities — heterosexual male and tomboy — must be understood in 

relation to, not apart from, each other. 
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Transportation

As a (self-identified) queer, immigrant, and transgender Filipino American tom-

boy situated on both sides of the Pacific (the Philippines and the United States), I 

emphasize here a queer, transgender Filipino/American translocal, transnational, 

and transport(ation)-based cultural interpretation of Filipino seafaring and mas-

culinities. Although migration studies often begin with the arrival of the migrant 

or immigrant in the “receiving country,” the transportation framework I suggest 

includes examining the spaces in between and across countries/localities/spaces 

(the Philippines, the United States, the Pacific Ocean), and how movement and 

geographic positioning re/configure Filipino identities and masculinities. In par-

ticular, I examine transportation spaces, places, and movements such as ports, 

seas, ships, seafaring, migration, and travel, and how mobility reinforces, informs, 

or disrupts cultural meanings. 

This understanding of transportation is partially informed by James Clif-

ford’s cultural theorizing in Routes: Travel and Translation in the Late Twentieth 

Century, particularly his idea that “travel [movement] is constitutive of culture.” 

Clifford elaborates on the importance of movement by saying that “thinking his-

torically is a process of locating oneself in space and time. And a location, in [this] 

perspective . . . is an itinerary rather than a bounded site — a series of encounters 

and translations.”9 Inspired by Clifford’s understanding of travel, translations, and 

itineraries, I foreground cultural encounters and translations in ports and at sea, 

and suggest how specific embodied practices of mobility and movement — sea-

based transportation, migration, and travel — are constitutive of racialized and 

classed Filipino masculinities. I use the terms transportation and seafaring 

to evoke the fact that Filipino seamen are moving through the sea as sea-based 

migrant workers — not as recreational elite travelers, which Clifford acknowledges 

is what the term travel usually connotes. By evoking transportation, I am not sug-

gesting that transportation and seafaring do not involve moments of pleasure or 

recreation; rather, I do so to acknowledge that the global shipping industry is a 

(disciplined) site of (largely global south) migrant labor.

In addition to evoking movement across and in between spaces, transpor-

tation also calls up gender fluidity and inclusiveness, which the term transgen-

der suggests. The “trans” in transgender and transportation evokes movement 

between and across culturally constructed racialized and classed masculinities 

and femininities, as well as movement in/through/between spaces. In other words, 

transportation as a term and framework highlights the intersections of embodied 

movement and migration (seafaring) and the fluidity of (racialized and classed) 
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gender formations. With this transgender-informed understanding of transporta-

tion, I suggest that the non-gender-normative and nonheteronormative formations 

of Filipino tomboy can be interpreted as expressions and embodiments of trans-

gender Filipino masculinities. 

Although many middle-class lesbian activists in the Philippines and 

diaspora regularly use tomboy to describe or evoke Filipina working-class butch 

lesbians, I suggest that Filipino tomboy formations are akin to other transgender 

female masculinities rooted and routed through Southeast Asia, such as tombois 

in Indonesia and toms in Thailand. Anthropologist Megan J. Sinnott, for exam-

ple, writes that toms in and from Thailand can be understood as “female ‘men’ ” 

or “transgendered females,” while anthropologist Evelyn Blackwood writes that 

“tomboi is a term used for females acting in the manner of men (gaya laki-laki).”10 

In agreement with these ethnographers, I suggest that the Filipino tomboys can 

also be understood as a form of female masculinity or an embodiment of female 

manhood or lalaki (the Tagalog word for male/man/guy). With this understanding 

of transgender masculinities, in addition to being in conversation with interdisci-

plinary queer studies scholars in the United States, I also seek to be in dialogue 

with Filipina feminists in the Philippines and diaspora who regularly advance the 

idea that Filipino tomboys are always lesbians or women.

Moreover, because tomboy is a term and formation that travels and circu-

lates in and between the Philippines, Southeast Asia, and diasporic locations, I 

intentionally link queer and transgender with tomboy to indicate my transnation-

ally and diasporically situated subject position and interpretive framework. My 

intention here is not to transport the terms queer or transgender to the Philippines 

in a “Western,” U.S. American, or global north colonial or imperialist manner 

but to emphasize the transnational, trans-Pacific, and transport connections and 

cultural flows between the Philippines and regional, and diasporic, geographies. 

That is, Filipino/a peoples and ideas flow back and forth between the Philippines 

and diasporic locations. While it is important to understand the heterogeneity of 

Philippine/Asian local understandings and embodiments of tomboyness, it is also 

important to understand diasporic and immigrant interpretations and practices of 

tomboy, where tomboy can also signify FTM transgenderism. 

Thus I connect Philippine and diasporic cultural logics and critique 

through the queer diasporic interpretive lens suggested by Gayatri Gopinath.11 

Gopinath forcefully challenges the dominance of Indian nationalist ideologies, 

which privilege India as a homeland and marginalize South Asian diasporic com-

munities. Through queer and feminist critical readings of (queer) South Asian 

public cultures (music, film, novels, activism), Gopinath intervenes in the hetero-
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normative and patriarchal logics of Indian nationalist ideologies rooted in India 

and routed through South Asian diasporas. Building on Gopinath’s framework, I 
intend not to privilege the homeland/nation (Philippines) or the diaspora (United 

States) as the original site of cultural purity or queer authenticity. This analytical 

and political position is based largely on ethnographic fieldwork, but also per-

sonal life experiences, which include regular travel between the United States and 

the Philippines, as well as substantial residency in both locations.12 As a (self-

defined) queer, immigrant, transgender Filipino American tomboy (researcher) 

who is situated in translocal, transnational, and transport contexts in the Philip-

pines and the United States, I precisely evoke these multiple identity formations 

(queer, transgender, tomboy, and immigrant), which have different kinds of cur-

rency in the Philippines and diaspora (e.g., United States), to emphasize and high-

light the complexities of how tomboy as a term, cultural practice, and embodiment 

circulates, and how tomboy formations are translated and interpreted in different 

Philippine, diasporic, and immigrant contexts. 

The intimate relationalities between Filipino heterosexual (sea)men and 

Filipino tomboys, as well as the complexities of tomboy formations, became 

increasingly clear to me through fieldwork in Manila, Oakland, and at sea. As 

a new ethnographer who lived in the Philippines in the late 1990s, I initially 

thought that Filipino seamen would speak with me about their lives at sea, the 

working conditions on ships and in ports, and the politics of Philippine overseas 

migration policies (since these were my key research areas). Indeed, over the years 

I have met dozens of Filipino seamen who have shared stories and social commen-

taries about life at sea and in port(s). However, I also learned that Filipino sea-

men wanted to converse with me about transgender Filipino masculinities through 

the figure of the tomboy. These encounters highlighted how my subject position 

as tomboy enabled — rather than disabled — certain inter actions, exchanges, and 

conversations with Filipino seamen. 

During fieldwork, working-class seamen primarily interacted with me 

as a Filipino masculine and transgendered subject (tomboy), not as a Filipina 

feminine subject (woman). As I understand these ethnographic moments, they 

largely occurred because Filipino seamen understood tomboy to be a working-

class embodiment of Filipino masculinity that, for them, was not routed or rooted 

through/in lesbianism or womanhood. With this shared understanding, we co- 

navigated conversations by discussing tomboys more generally, and more spe-

cifically moved toward seamen’s stories, memories, and thoughts about tomboy 

friends, relatives, and acquaintances. Ethnographic encounters also evoked my 
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own memories as a (young) tomboy in the Philippines, especially memories of 

Filipino men and tomboys closely interacting with one another.

To further elaborate on these points, this essay analytically moves between 

different geographic spaces, using what the anthropologist Anna Tsing calls a 

“patchwork ethnographic [method]” produced in “discrete patches.”13 For Tsing 

this means ethnographically engaging different geographic sites and scales of 

cultural contact and interpretive framings, including “the local,” “the national,” 

“the regional,” “the transnational,” and “the global.” Here, I evoke and highlight 

patches or contact zones of encounter and connection, including metropolitan 

Manila to the San Francisco Bay Area, the Philippines and the United States, and 

ships in port and at sea.

My approach also dialogues with Clifford’s notion of narrative “collage” 

and Tsing’s use of a “portfolio of [writing] methods.” Clifford says that he experi-

ments with “travel writing and poetic collage along with formal essays” to “evoke 

the multiple and uneven practices of research . . . and [the] borders of academic 

work”; Tsing states that she uses a “portfolio of methods,” which results in knowl-

edge that is “variously ethnographic, journalistic, and archival.”14 Informed and 

inspired by Tsing’s and Clifford’s interdisciplinary “writing culture” sensibili-

ties, I use multiple methods here to make sense of the intimate relationalities 

between differently situated Filipino masculinities, including ethnographic field-

work, discursive analysis, travel reportage, and personal reflection. As a result, 

the knowledge articulated here is a combination of ethnography, travelogue, and  

autobiography.

Filipino Tomboys: Transnational, Trans-pacific, Transport Meanings

To understand the full significance of the intimate relation between Filipino het-

erosexual masculinities and Filipino tomboy masculinities, it is useful to situate 

and unpack the cultural politics of tomboy cultural meanings in transnational, 

trans-Pacific, and transport contexts. In Manila and other locations in the Philip-

pines, tomboy is a term used to describe a range of gender and sexual practices 

and identities, including (1) woman-identified lesbianism often transculturated via 

white U.S.- or European-based notions of gender and sexuality, (2) working-class 

female-to-male transgender or transsexual embodiments and formations of mascu-

linities where tomboys identify and/or live as lalaki (males/men), and (3) neither 

“women,” “lesbians,” or “men” but an entirely different third or fourth gender 

formation.15 Cultural interpretations based on the second and third notions do not 
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frequently circulate in scholarly knowledge production, and self-representations 

by Filipino tomboys are currently limited perhaps because of a lack of economic 

and educational access (especially in the Philippines). As a result, the first under-

standing (tomboys as lesbian women) has emerged as a dominant academic and 

political narrative in the Philippines and in some parts of the diaspora. That is, 

non-tomboy-authored narratives about tomboys circulate much more widely and 

have considerable cultural capital.

A significant aspect of how many Filipinos understand tomboy practices 

and identities in the Philippines and some immigrant communities in North 

America suggests that being poor or working class is central. This is reflected in 

popular Philippine discourse where tomboys are often inscribed as poor, work-

ing class, unemployed, or working in low-pay service-industry positions as bus 

conductors, security guards, factory workers, or overseas migrants. While not 

as visible in popular culture as baklas, poor tomboys can be found in the pages 

of Manila-based tabloids, as well as in locally made films such as Tomboy Nora 

(1970) and T-Bird at Ako (T-Bird and I, 1982), both starring the popular Philip-

pine actress Nora Aunor. In an activist example, Information Center Womyn for 

Womyn (ICWFW), a lesbian nongovernmental organization in Manila, conducted 

a study of what they describe as “working-class lesbians.” The organization, which 

codes tomboys as lesbians rather than as transgender, reports that tomboys in 

their study were employed in positions such as domestic helper, barber, photo-

copying clerk, street food vendor, train station security guard, tennis court atten-

dant, retail clerk, library assistant, and massage therapist.16 In a more literary 

account, Nice Rodriguez (a Filipino tomboy based in Canada) writes in the short 

story “Every Full Moon” that the tomboy protagonist “Remy” (a.k.a. “Rambo”) 

works as a bus conductor in metropolitan Manila: “A dangerous job meant for men 

and butches.”17

Confirming the precarious economic status of tomboys, the video exposé 

Behind the Labels: Garment Workers on U.S. Saipan (dir. Tia Lessin; 2003) fea-

tures Filipino tomboy antisweatshop activist Chie Abad who worked in a Gap cloth-

ing assembly plant for six years in Saipan and who later exposed and organized 

against the Gap’s exploitative employment practices. Abad left the Philippines in 

the early 1990s to find work in an overseas factory in Saipan. In a personal com-

munication Abad stated, “Many [Filipino] tomboys work abroad as overseas con-

tract workers because they can’t find jobs in the Philippines. The Philippines is 

poor and on top of that tomboys do not want to work in some fields because many 

companies and government agencies require female employees to wear women’s 

clothing like blouses and skirts.”18 While in Saipan, Abad observed that other 
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tomboys also migrated there for economic reasons. Abad’s analysis, which empha-

sizes a transgender rather than lesbian framework for tomboyness, reveals how the 

Philippine state’s, as well as multinational corporations’, heteronormative gender 

essentialism attempts to police and enforce Filipina femininity and womanhood, 

severely limiting tomboy masculine gender expressions and both their and our 

economic opportunities.

Translating and interpreting tomboy in a U.S. context, Gigi Otálvaro- 

Hormillosa, a queer performance artist of Colombian and Filipino descent writ-

ing from the San Francisco Bay Area, asks, “To what extent does the queer Pinay 

(Filipina) butch enjoy privilege in the U.S. and in the Philippines, since ‘butch’ 

or ‘tomboy’ status deprives her of power in various diasporic settings[?]”19 Here, 

Otálvaro-Hormillosa seems to be responding to what she sees as the unequal 

power relationships between tomboys, whom she equates with butch lesbians or 

dykes, and Filipino gay men in the diaspora. She responds, more specifically, to 

what she understands as the “infantilisation of the lesbian” through the term tom-

boy as deployed by anthropologist Martin Manalansan. According to Otálvaro- 

Hormillosa, Manalansan inadequately addresses queer Pinays, tomboys, and 

butches, and she critiques him for his “brief derogatory mentions” of Filipina les-

bians.20 Through her critique, Otálvaro-Hormillosa attempts to underscore the 

power “differences between men and women.” That is, she respectively equates 

baklas and tomboys with manhood and womanhood/lesbianism in an immi-

grant and diasporic context (the United States). Unlike the previously mentioned 

accounts, Otálvaro-Hormillosa’s analysis does not foreground class as a signifi-

cant marker of tomboyness. Instead, she emphasizes womanness and diasporic 

or immigrant queer positionality as the clear central markers of difference in how 

she deploys and translates tomboy. Although Otálvaro-Hormillosa cites Michael 

Tan, cautioning, “It is dangerous to transport Western terms onto sexual practices 

and identities,” she does precisely that by unequivocally equating tomboyness 

with lesbianism and womanhood in her essay. This demonstrates how notions of 

lesbianism may get universally transposed.

An alternative reading of Otálvaro-Hormillosa may suggest, however, that 

through transculturation she seeks to highlight a (racialized) queer Pinay/Filipina 

American framework, suggesting that queer Pinays in the diaspora deploy tomboy 

to refer to Filipina butches, lesbians, dykes, and queers in a U.S. or North Ameri-

can context. In other words, in a diasporic space Otálvaro-Hormillosa seeks to 

locally rework, translate, and “Filipina-ize” terms, ideologies, and formations that 

regularly circulate globally (womanness and lesbianism). In this different geopo-

litical location (in the United States, outside the Philippines), Otálvaro-Hormillosa 
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clearly underscores a queer lesbian Pinay feminist or “peminist” perspective.21 

This is unlike mainstream Filipina feminist notions in the Philippines, which sug-

gest that tomboys are generally not feminist or even antifeminist. While articu-

lating a clear feminist perspective that highlights gender and power differences 

in the diaspora, Otálvaro-Hormillosa sidelines class as an axis of difference that 

intersects with other axes — race, gender, sexuality, nationality, location — in a 

coconstitutive nexus.

What Filipina feminist analyses published on both sides of the Pacific 

have in common is that both often use gender essentialist notions of tomboy. That 

is, queer Pinay feminists in the United States such as Otálvaro-Hormillosa or 

Filipina lesbian feminists such as those working for ICWFW in Manila suggest 

that tomboys are unequivocally women or lesbians. This kind of interpretation 

is reflected, for example, in Amelia M. de Guzman and Irene R. Chia’s report 

on “working-class lesbians” in the Philippines for the ICWFW. De Guzman and 

Chia conducted lengthy interviews with nine tomboys (my term, not the ICWFW 

researchers’) in Manila. Based on the interviews, their oral history project docu-

ments topics such as when tomboys “discovered they were lesbians,” their employ-

ment histories, their recreational habits, their butch-femme relationships, and their 

religious practices. Throughout their analysis, de Guzman and Chia primarily use 

the term lesbian to describe the research participants, although admitting that a 

“unique element that [they] noticed among the participants is their hesitation to 

say the word lesbian.” At another point in their report, de Guzman and Chia write, 

“All of them said that they like acting like men. They actually want to become 

men.”22 In my reading of de Guzman and Chia, they seek to advance a Filipina 

lesbian feminist perspective by applying the term lesbian to poor and working-

class tomboys who are clearly uncomfortable with lesbian/woman as an identity 

and in some cases articulate a desire to become men or live as men.

As a result of how being poor or working class intersects with Filipino 

tomboy formations in common understandings, my own particular embodiment 

of tomboy masculinity produced unstable readings in “the field.” On any given 

day in Manila (in different settings), Manileños interpreted my subject position in 

multifarious ways, for example, as “man,” “woman,” “bakla,” or “tomboy.” They 

also identified how these gender/sexual formations intersect with race, national-

ity, and class background: namely, “Filipino,” “balikbayan,” “OFW,” “Japanese,” 

“Chinese,” or “Korean.”23 But significantly, when I traveled in and through the 

port area, if I introduced and represented myself as a student researcher (at the 

time) originally from Malolos, Bulacan, the town and province in the Philippines 

where I was born, and conversed in Tagalog, Filipino seamen generally interpreted 
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my personhood as tomboy and interacted with me as a masculine/transgender sub-

ject.24 Tomboy here refers to transgender FTM masculinity that is not woman- or 

lesbian-identified. Their reactions to my “localness” indicate that the Filipino sea-

men I encountered also understood tomboy formations in classed ways; namely, 

that tomboys are often locally situated, poor, or working class. Their reading of me 

as a (transgender) tomboy and their general understanding of tomboy formations 

were reinforced if I expressed a working-class sensibility or personal genealogy. 

For example, if I mentioned that I traveled by jeepney (a form of cheap street-level 

transportation) from Quezon City to the port or Ermita (a neighborhood in Manila 

where lots of seamen congregate) rather than by taxi, car, or chauffeur, which from 

the seamen’s perspectives are what middle-class, wealthy, or balikbayan Filipi-

nos might use for local transportation, they interacted with me as a (transgender) 

tomboy. In other cases, if I revealed my family’s humble roots in Malolos, or that 

one of my male cousins was a seaman, or that a female cousin migrated to Kuwait 

as an OFW, or that an uncle migrated to “Saudi” (Arabia) and lived and worked 

there for many years, these personal disclosures marked my genealogy, family, and 

hence myself as more working class, perhaps middle class, but certainly not elite. 

This reinforced seamen’s understandings of tomboy masculinities, which helped 

them “locate” my positionality and interact with me in terms of these cultural 

logics. In contrast, if I introduced other aspects of identity formation, for example, 

that I was from the United States and was a balikbayan and an academic — three 

axes of difference that in the Philippines suggest class privilege — working-class 

seamen were more apt to interact with me as a “woman.” If this occurred, I was 

inspired to contextualize or situate my tomboyness by deepening conversations 

that highlighted my family’s poor and working-class origins. Once I demonstrated 

an intelligible and locally informed working-class sensibility, my very presence 

elicited seamen’s memories, stories, and thoughts about tomboys.  

To illustrate the intimate relationality between working-class Filipino (sea)

men and tomboys and our shared spaces of Filipino masculinities, the following 

paragraphs include four examples of commentaries or conversation excerpts that 

emerged during fieldwork encounters in Manila and Oakland. The narratives were 

originally communicated to me in Tagalog but are translated here into English.25 

The seamen’s narratives collectively speak to how Filipino heterosexual male mas-

culinities and Filipino transgender tomboy masculinities coexist and are copro-

duced in Philippine contexts.26 

1. In Manila, a Filipino seaman, “Ernesto” (a crew member on the Sea 

Star), told me about “Percy,” a tomboy he knows through his sister who lives and 

works in Hong Kong: “Percy was a big help to me. I had so many problems in my 
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marriage. I was so depressed one time I was in Hong Kong. Percy took me out and 

showed me a good time. We went out drinking, went to some bars and I tried to 

forget my wife and my problems. Percy was the one who reminded me that I should 

just live my life. My wife wanted a separation. Percy and I were sitting in a bar 

getting really drunk and Percy said, ‘Tapos na, Pare’ (It’s over, compadre/friend). I 

was sad, but I knew what Percy said was correct, true.”

2. In Oakland, a Filipino seaman, “Anthony,” remembered his tomboy 

cousin, nicknamed “Mel”: “Mel’s mother died when Mel was young, so my mother 

took care of Mel (plus Mel’s two brothers and sister). When the school year started, 

my mother would buy uniforms and books for my siblings and me. My mother 

would also buy Mel and my other cousins these things. Mel was close to my age, so 

we always played together when we were young. Mel is a real guy (tunay na lalaki). 

Now, Mel has a woman-companion. They’ve been together a long time. When I 

have extra money, I send some to Mel. Mel has a small business at the market, but 

I know that Mel still needs the help.”

3. In Ermita, a retired Filipino captain, “Jonas,” recalled a story about a 

tomboy he met early on in his career. Now in his late fifties, Jonas remembers: 

“The captain, who was a Filipino, brought his ‘anak,’ a tomboy who was around 

twenty years of age, on board the ship for part of our voyage.27 The captain thought 

that maybe his anak would meet a man on board the ship and that this would 

turn her into a ‘real girl.’ But none of the men liked the anak. This person was 

really ‘guyish’ (or boyish) (lalaking-lalalaki). When the captain was not around, 

the anak would be included as part of the group. We would talk and tell stories or 

eat together. But when the captain was around, we acted like this person wasn’t 

part of our group. We didn’t want to make the captain mad. The captain eventually 

sent his anak home because he saw that no one wanted this person.”

4. And in Oakland, a Filipino seaman, “Ruben,” remembered his tomboy 

cousin “Lou”: “We were close in high school. Lou now works at Mega Mall as a 

security guard. Lou didn’t finish college. When I’m on vacation in Manila, I see 

Lou and we go out drinking with some others from our group. We’re still close.”

Although these seamen’s stories and memories about tomboys were ini-

tially unexpected, the regularity of seamen sharing tomboy commentaries begins 

to reveal how my embodied presence as a Filipino (American) tomboy ethnog-

rapher perhaps prompted or encouraged these narratives. That is, it is highly 

probable that many of the seamen I encountered agreed to talk with me precisely 

because they had previous experiences with tomboys.28 The seamen’s stories of 

shared childhood and family experiences and friendships illustrate that in Filipino 

contexts (particularly among Filipino Christian-based lowlanders) it is culturally 
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sensible and analytically appropriate to analyze Filipino tomboy masculinities in 

relation to Filipino heterosexual male masculinities, rather than separate them 

from each other, which frequently happens in feminist accounts.29 Or, in the case 

of the (Philippine) state, tomboys are completely ignored or rendered invisible. 

The seamen’s stories and memories speak of overlapping and shared social spaces 

from and through childhood, youth, kinship/family ties, and friendships where dif-

ferent kinds of Filipino masculinities are cocreated, coproduced, and coexperi-

enced. The seamen’s narratives as a whole strongly suggest that Filipino tomboy 

masculinities can be — indeed, are — a part of Filipino heterosexual male mascu-

linities and vice versa: that is, some heterosexual Filipino men grow up alongside 

tomboys, and some tomboys develop meaningful friendships and kinship ties with 

bio-boys and bio-men.

Seamen’s commentaries about friendships and family ties with tomboys 

also collectively reveal an important component of Filipino masculinities: the 

ability to connect emotionally and create “oneness” with each other, understood 

in Tagalog as “pakiisa.” In a late-1980s Philippines-based ethnographic study, 

Jane A. Margold notes the inadequacy of conventional understandings of gender 

for registering the complexities of Filipino masculinities to the extent that they 

cannot “account for a masculinity that seeks intimacy and reckons a feeling of 

trust and oneness with another (including other men) as a highly desirable state 

(pakikiisa, in Tagalog).” Critiquing dominant frameworks that define masculini-

ties through “emotional repression and detachment” and which posit the “Filipino 

man as macho or patriarchal,” Margold emphasizes instead emotional intimacy 

between Filipino men and “more fluid, contingent gender identities.”30 The Ilokano 

overseas migrant men in Margold’s study created and enhanced pakiisa through 

barkadas (friendship groups), which enabled them to endure oppressive social 

conditions, where employers referred to them as “ ‘tools,’ ‘slaves,’ and ‘dogs,’ ” and 

where the threat of (Arab/employer) violence loomed large. Pakiisa as a cultural 

concept stresses the goal of creating “emotional oneness” through the group, not 

through masculinist individualism, intragroup hierarchies, social competition, and 

violence that patriarchal European-based notions of dominant masculinities and 

“male social bonding” have historically reinforced.

In contradistinction, situated in Philippine contexts and cultural logics, 

pakiisa emphasizes group or collective equality and emotional collaboration, 

directly suggested in pakiisa’s composite parts. As a specialist in Pilipino language 

studies, Teresita V. Ramos, writes, “The prefix ‘paki’ is roughly equivalent to the 

English word ‘please.’. . . The topic or focus of the paki- verb may be any seman-

tic element other than the actor, such as the object or goal [e.g. ‘isa’/oneness]. . . .  
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[In other words], [t]he actor of a paki-verb . . . is always in a non-focus.”31 Since 

paki- refers to a polite request to meet a goal — that is, “please collaborate with 

me to create a sense of emotional oneness” — and not a command, pakiisa sug-

gests that group members value equality and interdependence within the group, 

which is collectively striving to reach the common goal of isa (emotional oneness). 

Since the object or goal, not individual actors, is the group’s primary focus, pakiisa  

also suggests that the self or personal ego is subordinate and unimportant; in other 

words, what takes priority is the group or the overall well-being of the larger unit. 

Although Margold is specifically referring to Ilokanos, her arguments are appli-

cable to other Filipino lowlanders, such as the Tagalogs and Visayans I encoun-

tered during fieldwork. This is particularly the case because pakiisa is defined as 

a Tagalog word, not Ilokano. In seamen’s commentaries, they evoke and remember 

stories of love, loss, brotherhood, and camaraderie with tomboy cousins, friends, 

and older relatives, demonstrating how working-class Filipino (sea)men and tom-

boys cocreate masculinities through pakiisa.

Like the working-class Filipino seamen I encountered, I also began to 

think about moments of pakiisa with other Filipino men and tomboys. Traveling 

fieldwork encounters with Filipino seamen in Manila, Oakland, and at sea trans-

ported me to memories of earlier balikbayan travel where heterogeneous masculin-

ities (straight, tomboy, local, and balikbayan) coexisted. In the following section, 

I combine ethnographic description, travelogue, and personal reflection to show 

another example of how heterogeneous Filipino masculinities are cocreated. The 

vignette further demonstrates how tomboy masculinities are interpretable or trans-

latable as transgender formations, and also highlights how heterogeneous mas-

culinities coexist through transportation, seafaring, and immigrant/balikbayan/ 

OFW travel. 

sunday Cockfights (at sea and in Malolos, Bulacan, philippines)

It is early evening on a Sunday on the Penang Prince, after a mostly blue-sky day 

at sea. The sun is beginning its descent into the always receding horizon, leak-

ing out electric orange light through a few hazy clouds. The Prince, a German- 

flagged container ship en route from Long Beach, California, to Hamburg, Ger-

many, moves through the steel-blue waters. Winds are steady, but not fierce. The 

Prince’s regular route is to travel back and forth between Western Europe and 

Southern California, stopping in ports in the Mediterranean, Red Sea, Indian 

Ocean, Southeast and East Asia, and then crossing the northern Pacific to the 

U.S. West Coast. I boarded the ship at the Port of Oakland and will disembark at 
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the Port of Hong Kong, our next port of call. I have been a passenger-ethnographer 

on the Penang Prince almost two weeks now. Following the northern Pacific Rim, 

the Prince headed north from the San Francisco Bay Area, up the west coast, and 

off of the coast of Vancouver, British Columbia, headed west toward Asia, passing 

through the Gulf of Alaska, the Aleutian Islands, and into the Bering Sea. The 

Prince then traveled toward the south and eventually docked at the Ports of Tokyo, 

Osaka (Japan), Kiaoshung (Taiwan), and Hong Kong (China). Twenty-one seamen 

work on board this ship: five Germans (all officers, including the captain), five 

Filipinos (all officers), and eleven seamen from Kiribati in the South Pacific (all of 

lower ranks). 

The five Filipinos invited me to join them in the officers’ recreation room 

this evening to watch cockfights recorded on a VCD that one of them purchased 

in Singapore. When I arrive at the gathering, I notice that the second mate has a 

bottle of Russian vodka and some boxed orange juice, while the chief cook shares 

small pieces of beef marinated in adobo sauce (soy sauce, garlic, vinegar, and bay 

leaves) and then baked. My contribution to the group is some Carlsberg beer pur-

chased from the captain’s store. 

Sunday cockfights remind me of my father’s mother, lola (grandmother) 

Chayong, a small, quiet, and kind woman who in the 1970s ran a food stall at 

the Malolos Municipal Cockfighting Arena in Bulacan Province. Fortunately for 

me, my parents’/grandmother’s modest home was located directly across from the 

sabongan (cockfighting arena). As a nine-year-old balikbayan child in 1977, I 

recall traveling to the Philippines, the cooking frenzy before the cockfights, and 

then actually watching cockfights with my uncles (“E” and “B”) and their tomboy 

friend (“Jo-Jo”). On Saturday night, my grandmothers, aunts, and older female 

cousins cooked foods such as bibingka (cassava cake) and ube (sweetened purple 

yam), and on Sunday morning, they prepped the ingredients for pancit lug-lug, a 

Central Luzon noodle dish that was my lola’s specialty. 

All of the action occurred in the kitchen in the morning, but once the 

cockfights were about to begin, the action moved across the street. On this par-

ticular balikbayan trip Titos (uncles) E and B (then in their mid- to late twenties), 

plus Tito B’s tomboy friend, Jo-Jo, who lived in my father’s barrio, brought me to 

watch the cockfights in the upper stands. There, I listened to and observed my 

uncles and Jo-Jo yelling and placing bets across our section of the arena, the abso-

lute quiet of the place just before the gamecocks clashed, and the crowd’s eruption 

into thunderous cheering and more yelling as one of the gamecocks cut into his 

opponent’s body with a knife attached to an ankle, drawing first blood. Later, some 

of the losing cocks were butchered near my lola’s eatery.
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On the ship, the cockfights are much more subdued compared with my 

childhood immigrant and balikbayan experiences despite the alcohol we have 

been drinking; there are only six of us, after all. As the VCD plays on the TV 

screen, the seamen size up the gamecocks, offering commentary on their over-

all appearance, noting features like feather color, relative size, personality, and 

demeanor (e.g., “That one’s a beauty, that one’s ugly. This cock looks mean, that 

cock looks cowardly”). On board the Prince, no one gambles with real money, 

only fantasy-greenbacks: the third mate bets one million dollars on the large off-

white cock, while the electrician prefers the spotted brown one. The second mate 

bets five million dollars on the indigo-ink-colored cock with the orange-and-white 

plume feathers; I agree to root for its opponent. We are captivated with each cock-

fight, which lasts a few minutes or longer. The fights happen in quick succession 

because we are watching a cockfighting derby where many elite fighting cocks 

battled each other at Araneta Coliseum in metro Manila several months ago. We 

produce a similar stillness that happens in live cockfights and the eruption of 

noise as the gamecocks clash. The Filipino seamen and I are yelling and swearing 

as the fights develop: “Ang ganda!” (How beautiful!), “Sige!” (Go on!), “Puta!” 

(Whore!). And when their chosen cocks are slashed or lose: “Naku, patay na ang 

manok!” (Wow, the chicken is dead!); “Ang bilis!” (How fast [the gamecock lost]!). 

Excited, the third mate yells at me: “Mas maganda ito kay sa world cup, di ba?!” 

(This is more beautiful than the World Cup, right?!). (The 2006 World Cup soccer 

tournament was concluding during the voyage. While the German seamen tracked 

the tournament through satellite reports, Filipino seamen had little interest in  

this event.)

What these Sunday cockfights show is that there are clearly spaces where 

different kinds of masculine subjects — here, Filipino straight men and tomboys —  

coexist and cocreate masculinities in and through transportation and travel, that 

is, immigrant/balikbayan/OFW mobilities in key masculine social spaces (seafar-

ing and cockfights). This is not to say that heterogeneous (including queer and 

transgender) masculinities are created only through practices of mobility and 

movement, outside the nation-state/“homeland” and in the diaspora. Indeed, my 

first experiences of cockfights happened precisely in a “local space” (Malolos). In 

making this clarification, I aim to dialogue with critiques and concerns raised in 

Asia where gender and sexuality studies scholars and activists suggest that queer 

(U.S.) diaspora perspectives have become hegemonic (or even colonial), rendering 

local/regional queer and Asian cultural formations and geographies “less queer,” 

“more normative,” and/or “more traditional.”32 These important knowledge/power 
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critiques situated in Asia are critical to keep in mind as queer studies scholars 

and activists situated in the United States or global north dialogue and debate 

with counterparts situated in Asia or the global south. Seamen’s narratives illus-

trate that heterogeneous and queer masculinities are produced in various local, 

regional, transnational, and global nexuses (e.g., Malolos, Manila, Oakland, Phil-

ippines/United States/Southeast Asia/Pacific Rim) — not simply in global north, 

United States, or diasporic contexts. While I am invested in understanding queer/

nonnormative racialized and classed genders and sexualities as they are locally, 

regionally, transnationally, and globally rooted in Asia, I am also committed to 

showing how heterogeneous masculinities (straight, tomboy, queer, transgender) 

are also coproduced through transit and transport — routes in and out of Asia.

Cross-culturally, cockfights have been largely interpreted as purely “men’s 

spaces” where dominant masculinities are reproduced. This has been especially 

true in island Southeast Asian studies since Clifford Geertz’s watershed essay 

“Deep Play: Notes on the Balinese Cockfight” has been required anthropological 

reading in many anthropology departments (and even in gender studies). In and 

through Geertz’s widely acclaimed cultural interpretation, the (Balinese) cockfight 

has become the signifier par excellence of (Balinese) men and masculinity.33 This 

coupling of maleness with masculinity, however, is achieved through essential-

ist notions that equate biology with gender rather than acknowledge that gender 

is produced through bodily practices and performances that are fluid, dynamic, 

and contingent, and not necessarily produced through gendered notions of biol-

ogy.34 Although Geertz writes a complex and informative “thick description” of 

Balinese cockfighting, he narrativizes the cockfights as an absolute men’s space, 

missing the ways that women participate on the sidelines through the selling of 

food, drinks, and admission tickets.35 It is also quite probable that with this kind 

of understanding of masculinity/gender, he entirely missed the Indonesian tombois 

(as well as children) who may have been watching the cockfights with male friends 

or adult relatives.

In light of these gaps, what at first appears to be a highly normative “het-

erosexual men’s space” (Filipino seamen at sea/watching cockfights) can thus 

also be read and interpreted through a queer and transgender Filipino (American) 

framework if the presence of alternative masculinity formations (tomboy) are taken 

into account. Additionally, if the intimate relations among and between working-

class Filipino heterosexual masculinities and Filipino queer female masculinities 

and the concept of pakiisa are treated seriously, we get an entirely different cul-

tural interpretation or ethnographic description of the scene. 
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Instead of seeing a closed, watertight, and dominant Filipino masculinity, 

which strongly reinforces a heterosexual reading of seaman, cocks, and cockfight-

ing (i.e., Geertz’s cultural interpretation), heterosexual and transgender tomboys 

actually have access to the symbolic meanings of game/cocks and/or the phallus. 

This illustrates how Filipino masculinities are contingent, fluid, and not natural-

ized through biology or the body. This dynamic coproduction of masculinities was 

evident not only through the cockfighting experience but throughout my time on 

the Prince. Filipino seamen during the trans-Pacific voyage engaged a more trans-

gender understanding of Filipino tomboy masculinities. As such, the working-

class Filipino seamen on board the Prince never used the word lesbian, and like 

many of the seamen who shared tomboy commentaries at the Ports of Manila and 

Oakland, they used the term tomboy to describe masculine Filipino females or 

FTMs who are more “guy-or-man-like” (lalaking-lalaki) and who have sexual and 

emotional relationships with “women” (feminine females who identify as such). 

With this understanding of Filipino gender formations and my own subject posi-

tioning and embodiment, the Filipino seamen at sea interacted with me as a Fili-

pino masculine subject (as a tomboy/guy). Subsequently, we shared activities that 

tomboys and Filipino men share in the Philippines, and which many other seamen 

recounted during conversations in port: we drank alcohol, ate pulutan (the food 

that goes with alcohol), talked with each other about sweethearts and lovers (in 

their case, also wives), discussed relationship and family problems, sang Tagalog 

songs available on karaoke VCDs, which projected soft porn imagery, cheered Fil-

ipino boxing champion Manny Pacquiao as we viewed fights on VCD, and watched 

sabong (cockfighting) on Sundays.

Moreover, watching the cockfights on the ship with the five Filipino sea-

men evoked my own memories of spending time with other men and tomboys in 

the Philippines — specifically with my uncles E and B and their tomboy friend 

Jo-Jo. My own immigrant and balikbayan experiences as a young tomboy partici-

pating in Sunday family rituals and watching sabong reflects many of the seamen’s 

stories from port and sea: men and tomboys — young and old — spending time 

together as friends, family, companions, and neighbors cocreating heterogeneous 

masculinities.

avast: To Cease Hauling; to stop (Conclusion)

Seamen’s commentaries about tomboy relatives and friends, as well as my (auto)

ethnographic travelogue, articulate clear counternarratives to U.S. and Japanese 
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colonial, imperialist, capitalist, and misogynist discourses that seek to construct 

the Philippines and Filipino/a peoples as disempowered or feminized victims with-

out agency. Seamen, and now tomboys, provide important masculinist alternatives 

to the figure of the Filipina DH (domestic helper), prostitute, or mail-order bride, 

through which to imagine the nation and migrant labor. More important, however, 

by examining and emphasizing how heterogeneous masculinities (straight, trans-

gender, working class, Filipino and Filipino American) are cocreated, coproduced, 

and clearly contingent, dominant notions of Filipino masculinities are denatural-

ized and opened up for questioning and challenge. Moreover, the seamen’s com-

mentaries, as well as my analysis and autobiographical travelogue of the intimate 

relations between heterosexual Filipino men and Filipino tomboys, directly con-

tradict Filipina and Filipina American feminist understandings of tomboys as 

primarily women or lesbians. Interpreting Filipino tomboys as embodiments and 

formations of transgenderism and FTM manhood, my analytic collage illustrates 

the importance of addressing the geotemporal place-moments where differently 

situated Filipino masculinities intersect, contradict, and reinforce each other.

Finally, through transportation as an essay, theoretical framework, and 

traveling/migrant practice, I demonstrate there are alternative itineraries and tra-

jectories to queer (queer as a verb and noun) in interdisciplinary queer studies. 

Rather than privileging (queer) sexuality, in this essay I present an alternatively 

queered itinerary or trajectory routed through the intersections of Filipino/a glo-

balization, migration, immigration, and transportation. This essay also emphasizes 

how heterogeneous racialized and classed genders and sexualities — routed in and 

through Manila, Oakland, Malolos, Hong Kong, Southeast Asia, the Pacific Rim, 

and at sea — are produced through embodied practices of mobility: seafaring, 

transportation, fieldwork, and travel. Finally, this essay shows how projects, which 

may initially read as “straight” or normative, can be queered through closer atten-

tion to the cultural dynamics of encounter(s) and researchers’ positionalities and 

subjectivities, and by engaging a hybrid interdisciplinary writing style. Through 

situated traveling fieldwork in ports, ships, and seas, as well as immigrant/ 

balikbayan travel, I have shown that what may appear to be a (hetero)normative 

cultural moment of gender expression (Filipino men at sea/watching cockfights) 

reveals other complex cultural dynamics at play: namely, working-class Filipino 

heterosexual men and tomboys cocreating differently situated masculinities.

Yes, cockfights at sea are more beautiful than the World Cup.
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24.  Various readings emerged quickly upon first meeting with Filipinos/as during field-

work. As Teresita V. Ramos writes, “Filipinos are usually not inhibited about initiat-

ing conversations because talking to a stranger is generally not considered intrusive. 
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27.  Anak is a gender-neutral Tagalog word for child/offspring, and there are no equivalent 

Tagalog words for “son” or “daughter.” A speaker may say, however, “anak na lalaki” 

(child that is a male) or “anak na babae” (child that is female) to mark a person’s 

gender. Jonas used the word anak and did not include “na babae” (that is female). So 

as to not infantilize the tomboy Jonas was referring to, I do not translate anak here as 

“child.” Anak can also refer to adult children.

28.  Situated traveling fieldwork emphasizes short-term ethnographic encounters in con-

tact zones and reflexive/situated cultural analysis in contrast to long-term fieldwork 

in a bounded field site (e.g., village) with hopes of producing “objective ethnography” 

(the preferred mode in traditional/colonial anthropology).

29.  My discussion is most applicable to the largest Philippine lowlander groups (largely 

Christian based): Tagalogs, Ilokanos, and Visayans.

30.  Jane Margold, “Narratives of Masculinity and Transnational Migration: Filipino Work-

ers in the Middle East,” in Bewitching Women, Pious Men: Gender and Body Politics 

in South East Asia, ed. Aihwa Ong and Michael G. Peletz (Berkeley: University of 

California Press, 1995), 279, 283, 274. Margold’s pakikiisa is a variant of pakiisa.

31.  Teresita V. Ramos, Conversational Tagalog: A Functional-Situational Approach 

(Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 1985), 134, emphasis mine. Pilipino — largely 

Tagalog based — is the national language of the Philippines.

32.  I anecdotally heard about these critiques from U.S.-based queer studies scholars who 

attended the Sexualities, Genders, and Rights in Asia — 1st International Conference 

of Asia Queer Studies, in Bangkok, Thailand, July 7 – 9, 2005.

33.  Clifford Geertz, “Deep Play: Notes on the Balinese Cockfight,” in The Cockfight: A 

Casebook, ed. Alan Dundes (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1994), 99.

34.  Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity (New York: 

Routledge, 1990).

35.  See Scott Guggenheim, “Cock or Bull: Cockfighting, Social Structure, and Political 

Commentary in the Philippines,” in The Cockfight: A Casebook, ed. Alan Dundes 

(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1994), 149, for a brief discussion of Filipi-

nas who work at cockfighting arenas.
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